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Abstract— Using wireless networks in medical Cyber-Physical
Systems could be challenging. Because the medical system not
only assists the medical personnel to deliver medical services to
the patient but also needs to deal with accidental situations such
as communication failures without compromising the patient’s
safety. Previous research work tackled the communication failure
problems in medical CPS from architecture perspectives. How-
ever, as medical devices configurations become more complex
when a medical CPS is composed of many medical devices,
we need to know that whether the certain configuration and
a combination of the devices will not compromise the patient’s
safety. We present an algorithm to tackle the problem that
whether a given system configuration exists a possible series of
system transitions that allows the physicians to perform medical
operations; in the mean time, the system transitions ensure the
patient’s safety while communication failures may happen during
the transitions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a network connected medical cyber-physical system,

networks provide communication among medical devices. It

also allows the possibility of configuration and combinations

of medical devices for different medical procedures. However,

within the network environment, a medical CPS needs to deal

with the situation when the networks do not provide services

which will impact the safety and effectiveness of medical

procedures.

One of the most important issues when using wireless

networks for medical CPSs is that failures or glitches of the

communication networks should not lead to negative impacts

to the patient as well as the medical procedures. This problem

is known as the “open-loop” problem because the supervisory

control loop becomes open if the communication networks

fail. In another case, even if the communication networks

do not fail but suffer from a long and unexpected delay,

it may cause negative impacts to the system. For example,

in the widely used Medical Device Plug-and-Play (MD PnP)

framework [1], if the supervisor cannot query the state of

the devices due to communication loss, the supervisor will

not be able to decide the following actions for each device

without the state information of each device. For this case,

medical devices cannot further coordinate because of lacking

communications networks. Without further coordinations, the

system may violate the predefined safety constraints and hence

brings the patient to a dangerous situation. As a result, it

is required to handle the situation when the communications

network may fail without compromising the patient’s safety.

Kim et al. [2] and Tan et al. [3], [4] did the pioneering

work on open-loop safe problems from different perspectives.

Kim et al. propose a vector-based solution that the centralized

supervisor sends out a vector including a list of future actions

for the device. A device performs the actions specified in

the vector when communication fails. Tan et al. propose a

design pattern to tackle the open-loop safe problem and use

formal methods to prove that the proposed design pattern

is correct. A common assumption is that the system needs

to be formalized as suggested by the paper to deliver the

safety guarantee. However, it is not known that given a system

model whether the system may be communication failure

resistant or not. This is especially important because of the

increasing number of devices of generic medical scenarios and

the dynamic random failure mode of wireless communication

bringing new challenges to the open-loop safe problem. More

specially, the increasing number of medical devices will result

in more complex interlaced safety constraints and make it

even more difficult to determine whether the system can safely

operate under communication failures.

In this paper, we present algorithms for medical CPSs to

determine whether the system can guarantee safe system state

transitions in the presence of communication failures. First,

we analyze a medical system of tracheotomy and the safety

constraints for the patient. Based on the medical scenario, we

provide a formal representation of a medical system. With

the system models, we propose an algorithm to analyze the

system models to determine whether the system can safely

transit among system states and can handle the situation of

communication failures or suffering from a long delay. Further

more, if there exist multiple possible system transitions, we

propose an algorithm to select the path with the longest period

that allows medical personnel to perform medical operations.

For evaluation, we provide a case study with multiple de-

vices and a set of safety requirements to examine the proposed

path finding algorithm on the tracheotomy systems to find

the configuration of the system to operate safely. The results

show that the resulting system with the generated configuration

and predefined safety constraints is safe under communication

failures.

Overall, our major contributions in tackling the open-

loop safe problem in medical cyber-physical systems are to

determine whether a system could be open-loop safe, and,

if the system could be open-loop safe, what could be the

configuration of the system that allows medical personnel to

perform medical services.

The paper is structured as follows: We derive safety hazards

and fault model of the tracheotomy in Section II. The open-
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Fig. 1: The architecture of an open-loop safe cyber-physical

medical system, where we integrate the Open-Loop Safe

Protocol into the legacy supervisory control architecture of

medical systems (e.g., OpenICE).

loop safe cyber-physical medical system is introduced and

formalized in Section III. The algorithms to determine the

system whether it is open-loop safe is presented in Section IV.

A case study of the algorithms for the extended tracheotomy

scenario and generic medical system setting is presented in

Section V. We present the related work in Section VI and

conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. MEDICAL CPS AND MEDICAL SCENARIOS

We present a motivation system architecture based on

MD PnP. Then, we present the Tracheotomy as a motivation

example that adapts MD PnP for the supervisory control

system, and its safety requirements and system fault models.

A. System Architecture

The motivated supervisory control architecture is similar to

the Open-source Integrated Clinical Environment (OpenICE)

[5]. Figure 1 depicts the architecture for the supervisory con-

trol systems. OpenICE is developed by the MD PnP program.

The main goal of OpenICE is to connect network nodes (e.g.,
medical devices, decision support system) of medical systems

in the medical environment.

As presented in Figure 1, we define two roles of devices in

an open-loop safe medical cyber-physical system (OLSSys-

tem), an Open-Loop Safe Supervisor (OLS-Supervisor) and

an Open-Loop Safe Client (OLS-Client). In an OLSSystem,

it only has one OLS-Supervisor exist and could have at least

one OLS-Client. The setting is similar to typical traditional

architecture such as OpenICE that consists of one supervisor

and multiple device adapters.

The OLS-Supervisor is designed to coordinate the medical

devices to deliver medical services. It is the center of the

control logic. The system designers can specify how the

system should transit between different system states in the

OLS-Supervisor. For example, the OLS-Supervisor in the

tracheotomy can regulate the oxygen supply to avoid the

patient suffering hypoxia.

On the other hand, an OLS-Client is an adapter that receives,

reads and executes the control commands from the OLS-

Supervisor through the communication networks. An OLS-

Client is a middle layer serves as an interface between the

OLS-Supervisor and a medical device. For example, if an

OLS-Clientreceives a command to resume the oxygen supply

from the OLS-Supervisor, the OLS-Client then performs the

designated actions to resupply oxygen in the ventilator. Here,

the goal is to minimize the functions in OLS-Client adapters

in order to decrease the state space and hence the complexity

in a distributed environment.

B. Airway Laser Tracheotomy

In the tracheotomy, a surgeon first needs to stop the oxygen

flow of the ventilator to the patient with a mask on, and supply

with plain air flow. Then, the surgeon operates a laser scalpel
to unblock the airway of the patient. During the surgery, there

are two safety requirements. First, the surgery should have no

fire accident. That is, the laser scalpel should only operate on

the patient when the ventilator is not supplying oxygen but

plain air. It implies that the ventilator should be configured to

stop the oxygen prior using laser scalpel. Second, the patient

should not suffer hypoxia because of the late oxygen resupply.

It implies that the oxygen should resupply in time to avoid

hypoxia, and the laser scalpel operations should finish before

the oxygen resupply or it will cause a surgical fire. Without

an integrated medical system for such medical scenarios to

coordinate multiple medical devices, the safety requirements

are only achieved on a best-effort basis.

In the tracheotomy, the medical system has a ventilator to

supply the oxygen or plain air, and a laser scalpel to emit laser.

A detailed model is illustrated in [6], [3]. In a simplified and

yet realistic model, both the ventilator and the laser scalpel can

be modeled as binary-valued devices. A binary-valued device

is a device with two statuses, and each status can transit to

the other status directly. For the laser scalpel, “no-operation,

0” represents it does not emit the laser and “in-operation, 1”

represents it emits the laser for operation. For the ventilator,

“in-operation, 1” represents it supplies oxygen mixed with air

and “no-operation, 0” represents it supplies plain air only.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

We introduce a system model for an open-loop safe system.

An open-loop safe system model is a three-tuple, 〈S, SC, P〉
where S is a set of system states and each system state is a

tuple of devices’ status. For example, for a medical system

with two binary-valued medical devices, S is a set of system

states s. Each system state s is a n-tuple of devices’ status

di.status where i is the i-th device in the system and status ∈
{0, 1} and n is the number of devices.

Each system state s has a type which could be either Open-
Loop Safe State (OLSState), Transient Safe State (TSState),

Operation State (OState), or UnSafe State (USState). A system

can stay at an OLSState permanently (in comparison to

transient) and safely. For example, a patient with a ventilator

supply oxygen is considered as an OLSState. A system staying

at TSState is said to be safe and only allowed in the state

for a certain period of time. Furthermore, a system staying at

OState has the same properties as a TSState. The difference

is that an OState is also the destination state of a series

of state transitions to let medical personnel perform medical
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operations. Last, a system entering or staying at an USState is

unsafe which the system shall avoid entering the state in any

condition.

The second element in the system model is a set of

safety constraints, SC. Each sci in SC is a two-tuple,

〈state, period〉, that allows a system staying at the given state

safely for the specified period of time. On the other hand, for

a sc, if the specified period of time is zero, it means that the

system is not safe in the given state.

The third element in the system model is a set of open-loop

safe paths, P . For each open-loop safe path p ∈ P , p has a

source state, a destination state and a series intermediate states

between the source and the destination state. The source state

of p is an OLSState and the destination state is an OState.

After the system reaches the destination state, the system will

reside in the OState safely for a period of time which allows

medical operations, then the system follows the reverse path

and transits to the original source state. The intermediate states

on a path are a series of TSState. Furthermore, a path should

not have any USState. Here, we assume that, in an unit of time,

the system should only transit to another state with distance

one.

Any state transition between two immediate states should

have state distance one. For example, in a two-binary-valued-

devices system, a transition from a state (0, 1) to (1, 1) has

the state distance one and it takes one unit of time to transit.

Because it only requires the first device in the tuple to change

the status from zero to one and the status of the second device

remains unchanged. Furthermore, a transition from a state

(0, 1) to (1, 0) has the state distance two and it takes two unit

of time. Because it requires each device to change its own

status and each change of status requires one unit of time.

IV. FINDING AN OPEN-LOOP SAFE SYSTEM

In this section, we first present an algorithm to examine

whether a given system model is open-loop safe and find out

possible open-loop safe paths in a given set of system states

and safety constraints. After finding out possible open-loop

safe paths, if there are multiple open-loop safe paths in the

system, we present an algorithm to select an open-loop safe

path with the maximum period that a system can stay in the

operation state to perform the designated medical task.

A. Determining an open-loop safe system

The first question to ask is whether exist one or more open-

loop safe paths in a given medical system model. Because

an open-loop safe path is a fundamental component that

can ensure that the system remains open-loop safe while

transitioning between states in the presence of communication

failures. As such, by following an open-loop safe path, it

guarantees that the system transitions meet its own safety

constraints.

Figure 2 presents the work-flow toward developing an open-

loop safe system. The work-flow includes two phases. First,

with the system parameters listed in Figure 2, the phase I is

to decide the existence of open-loop safe paths given a system

Fig. 2: Workflow for open-loop safe system developments

model, safety constraints and the objection state. If there exists

at least one open-loop safe path, then we move to the the

phase II. The phase II is to find out the path that can allow a

system to stay for the longest period at an operation state to

perform the medical task. With the configurations for medical

devices generated in phase II, a developer then configures the

devices to transit safely and against communication failures.

Here, we focus on the phase I of the work-flow. We will return

to introduce the second phase in Section IV-B.

In the phase I, the first step is to construct an undirected

weighted graph based on the given system states and safety

constraints. With the graph, next, we use the shortest path

algorithm to find out the shortest path and compare the length

of the path with the state distance between the source and the

destination state.

Constructing a System Graph Algotihm 1 presents the

phase I. We first construct a graph based on the given system

states and safety constraints in L:4 (Line 4 in Algorithm 1)

with the given system model. A system graph G is a graph

representation of a system that incorporates with system states,

system state types, and safety constraints as defined in Sec-

tion III. We name the graph, system graph G = (V,E), where

V is a set of system states in the given system model M and

represents a set of vertexes in G, and E is a set of weighted and

undirected edges in G. Each vertex v ∈ V in the system graph

G represents a relative system state in a given system model

M . After labeling each vertex with the corresponding system

state, we connect the two adjacent vertexes that have state

distance one. As a result, for every v ∈ V in G, each vertex

only connects to its adjacent vertex(es) with state distance one.

Next, we set up the state type of each vertex according its

system state in L:5.
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To assign an integer weight of an edge, we label the weight

of each edge eij ∈ E based on the state type of the two

connecting vertexes vi, vj ∈ V and the safety constraints in

L:6. The intuition of labeling edges with different weight is

that we will use this weighted graph as the input for the

shortest path algorithm later. For each edge e, we assign the

weight of the edge e as either one or infinite.

More specifically, for each vertex v labeled with USState,

we label the weight of each edge connecting to the vertex v
with infinite weight. For any other edges in the graph, we label

the weight of the edge with one. Since only unsafe transitions

to or from a vertex v labeled with USState have infinite weight,

the weighted shortest path algorithm avoids selecting these

edges. To this end, we finish constructing a system graph of

a given system. We are ready to use this system graph as

an input for the weighted shortest path algorithm to find out

open-loop safe paths.

Finding Open-Loop Safe Paths With the generated system

graph, we use the weighted shortest path algorithm to find out

the shortest path from the source state, i.e., an open-loop safe

state, to the destination vertex, i.e., an operation state. This step

is presented in L:7 in Algorithm 1. Since we have labeled all

the edges connected to each unsafe state vertex with infinite

weight, and all other edges with weight one, when the shortest

path algorithm selects an edge, it attempts to select the edge

with weight one which avoid selecting the edges connected to

the unsafe state vertexes.

After the algorithm finds out the shortest path, we then

compare the summation of weights along the path with the

state distance between the source and the destination state in

L:8. Here, we assume the algorithm finds only one shortest

path in a given system graph. Since the weight of each edge

is not unique, so there could be multiple paths with the same

weight. We will discuss the case if there are multiple paths in

a system shortly. On the other hand, if the total weight of the

found path is larger than the state distance between the two

states, then it means the algorithm selects more edges than

necessary to transit form the source state to the destination

state. Therefore, we can conclude that there does not exist an

open-loop safe path in the given system model.

Furthermore, the total weight of the found path will never be

smaller than the state distance between the two states. Because

the state distance between the two states is a minimum

number of required state change. So, with the given graph,

the minimum weight of a path for a source state to reach the

destination state is as the same as the state distance between

the two states.

Finally, if the weight of the found path has the same state

distance between the two states, then it means the algorithm

selects the shortest path between the source and the destination

states. We can proceed to the next step to find out the period

of time for each device to stay at the certain status.

As mentioned earlier, the algorithm may find out more than

one path with the same weight between the source and the

destination states. For example, when the algorithm selects one

of two outgoing edges of a vertex. If there are two outgoing

ALGORITHM 1: Determine if a system has an open-loop safe
path

1 Input: States S and safety constraints SC of the system model
M ;

2 Output: List of possible system transition paths;
3 begin
4 System graph G = (V,E) ←

setSystemGraphVertex(M.states);
5 G ← G.setVertexType(M.states.types);
6 G ← G.setEdgeWeight();
7 M.paths ← G.getShortestPath(M.safetyConstraints);
8 M.paths ←

removePathWithWeightLargerThanStateDistance
(sourceState, destinationState, M.paths);

9 if Size of M.paths equals zero then
10 return No path found;

11 else
12 return M.paths;

edges have weight equal one, then the algorithm might select

either one of them. In this case, we need to determine which

one of the found paths may have the longest period to stay

at the operation state which allows more time for medical

personnel to perform medical tasks. In the next section, we

will introduce the algorithm to select the path of interest.

B. Finding the Optimum Open-Loop Safe Path

With the definition of transient safe in Section III, we can

now define a transient safe period (TSP) is a period of time

that a device can stay at the certain status so that the whole

system remains temporarily safe. A TSP for a device can be

configured as a timer by an OLS-Client adapter so that the

adapter on the medical device can change the device’s status

when the timer starts and resume the device’s status after the

timer with TSP configured expires.

We start from calculating the TSP configurations for the

ventilator and the laser scale in the tracheotomy as an moti-

vation example. After that, we will generalize the algorithm

for period configurations for multiple devices. With the found

path from Algorithm 1, we can find the TSP on each device

according to the specified safety constraints. If there are

multiple paths, after finding out the period of each timer on

one path, we then sort the paths in non-increasing order of

the period that the system can stay in an operation state. We

choose the path with the longest period that the system can

stay in an operation state.

Figure 3 presents the found path transitioning from an

OLSState through a TSState to an OState and rolling back to

the same OLSState. The ventilator is the first device to change

its status. Assuming the safety constraint on ventilator suggests

the safe period of pausing oxygen supply is pvent.off.max.

The safe period for the ventilator pausing oxygen supply is

dvent.off.timer = dvent.off.max. The ventilator remains off

(i.e., 0) from tv to tv′ and change its status to on (i.e., 1) at

tv′ .

The laser scalpel is the second device to change its status,

and we need to configure the timer for the laser scalpel such
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Fig. 3: Time progression of system state transitions for the

extended Tracheotomy scenario

that it does not violate the safety constraint causing surgical

fire. Assume each state transition takes the maximum duration

dtran and the system resides in a TSState for the maximum

duration dresd. From Figure 3, we derive the safe duration to

avoid hypoxia is below.

2 · 2dtran + 2 · dresd + dops ≤ dvent.off.max (1)

And we can derive the maximum safe period dops for the

laser scalpel operation

dops ≤ dvent.off.max − 2(2ḋtran + dresd) (2)

As such, the TPS for the laser scalpel operations is

dlaser.on.timer = dops + 2dtran (3)

= dvent.off.max − 2(dtran + dresd) (4)

The timer for the laser starts at the time tl and fires at tl′ .
And since dvent.off.timer = dvent.off.max, we can further

derive dvent.off.timer as:

dlaser.on.timer = dvent.off.timer − 2(dtran + dresd) (5)

In the above mentioned example, the duration of the laser

timer dlaser.on.timer is limited by the duration of ventilator

dvent.off.timer to resume the oxygen. We further extend

this example to add another safety constraint that limits the

continuously operation time of the laser scalpel to protect the

medical device. The maximum duration for the laser scalpel

to operation is given as dlaser.on.max. As such, the duration

for the laser timer in Equation 5 is as follows.

dlaser.on.timer = min(dvent.off.timer − 2 · 2dtran − 2 · dresd,
dlaser.on.max)

(6)

Specifically, we present the algorithm of finding the TPS

for each device in Algorithm 2. The idea is that we gradually

shrink the timer duration of each device along a path. If

a device also has a safety constraint specifying the limited

period of time staying in the certain status, then we take it

into account when calculating the TSP for the device. First,

after running Algorithm 1 mentioned above, we retrieve path-

Candidates from the system model M in L:4 in Algorithm 2.

For each path in the pathCandidates, the algorithm extracts the

devices that need to change its status. As mentioned earlier, in

each unit of time, there is only one device changes its status.

ALGORITHM 2: Finding the path with longest duration in the
operation state

1 Input: A system model
M = 〈States, SafetyConstraints(SC), Paths〉 with the
paths generated from Algorithm 1

2 Output: An open-loop safe path
3 begin
4 pathCandidates ← M.Paths;
5 constant dtran, dresd duration for transitioning and

residing;
6 for each path p in pathCandidates do
7 deviceList ← getDevicesToBeConfigured(p);
8 for each device mi in deviceList do
9 /* Shrink the timer duration from the previous

device */
10 if mi has safe operation time constraint in M.SC

OR
11 mi−1 has the timer configured then
12 timer duration dmi ← min(

dmi−1 − 2(dtran + dresd), maximum safe
duration on mi specified in M.SC);

13 mi.setTimer(dmi );

14 else
15 mark mi as unhandled;

16 i++; /* Move to the next device */

17 /* Reversely expand the timer duration from the next
device, starting from mi where it is immediate
preceding to the first device has timer configured */

18 for each device mi marked as unhandled in deviceList
do

19 dmi ← dmi+1 + 2(dtran + dresd);
20 mi.setTimer(dmi );
21 i−−; /* Move to the previous device */

22 dops ← dlastDeviceWithTimerConfigured − 2dtran ;
23 p.add(dops) ;

24 sortPathsByDurationInOperationState(pathCandidates);
25 return the path with largest dops;

So, for each path in the pathCandidates, we can retrieve an

ordered list of devices where each device will change it status

sequentially as in L:7.

We present the TPS configurations from L:8 to L:23 in

Algorithm 2. First, if a device has a safety constraint specified

in the system model or the preceding device has the timer

configured, then we calculate the TSP for the current device.

Otherwise, we mark the device as unhandled and will handle

it later in L:18. For the current device, set the TSP of the

device to the minimum of the safe period to stay at its current

status from the safety constraint, or the timer duration from

the previous device, dmi−1, minus the two transitioning time

and residing time, 2(dtran + dresd). To see that why we need

to subtract the the two transitioning time and residing time,

Figure 3 gives the visual illustration. Each system transition

to a state takes one transitioning time (dtran) and one residing

time (dresd) at the other state. For example, the timer duration

for the laser scalpel is dtl,t′l = dtv,t′v −2(dtran+dresd) which

shortens the timer duration for the ventilator by 2(dtran +
dresd).
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To handle the device(s) that hasn’t had timer configuration

yet, we handle it in L:18. Now, assume the first i devices in the

deviceList do not have its TSP calculated. We then calculate

the TSP for the i-th to the first device in the deviceList. Similar

to the timing duration shrinking in L:11, we now need to

expand the TSP from the i+1-th device for the i-th device to

accommodate the two times state transition and residing time.

Hence, the timer duration dmi equals the timer configuration

for the next device dmi+1 plus the two times dtran + dresd
in L:18. Then, we calculate the TSP of the i-1-th device until

finish calculating the TSP of the first device in the deviceList.

After calculating TSP for every device on the path, we then

calculate the duration for safely performing medical operation

dops by subtracting the two transition time from the TSP of the

last device as described in L:22. Finally, we sort the path with

non-increasing order of the medical operation time dops in

every path and return the path with longest medical operation

time.

V. CASE STUDY

We further extend the tracheotomy example. We add an-

other device model to represent the ventilator supplying plain

air. The new device state model s ∈ S is a three tuple

(doxygen, dplainAir, dlaser), where the first element in the tuple

represents that oxygen is supplying when the value is one

and pausing the oxygen when the value is zero. The second

element in the tuple is the status of plain air supply where the

value one represents the device is providing plain air otherwise

the value is zero. The third element in the tuple is the status

of laser scalpel which has the same notion as before.

With the two original requirements of no hypoxia and

no surgical fire, we add additional two safety requirements.

The first requirement is the laser scalpel can only operate

safely continuously within a period of time. The second new

requirement is that once the oxygen supply is paused, it is

required to enable the plain air supply.

We list the new system states in Table I. In the new system

states, both USStates and TSStates increase from one on each

to three states on each. With the system states and the safety

requirements, we then construct the system graph in Figure 4

and label the weight of each edges based on the connecting

system states at two ends according to Algorithm 1.

Next, with the system graph, we can use the path finding

algorithm in Algorithm 1 and TSP calculations described in

Algorithm 2 to select a path with the longest time staying in

the OState. Figure 5 presents the two open-loop safe paths with

the transient safe period staying in each system state. There

are two potential paths from the source OLSState (1, 0, 0) to

the destination OState(0, 1, 1). Each path has the same weight

of three. The weight equals the distance between the OLSState

(1, 0, 0) and the destination OState(0, 1, 1). The first path is

P1 = (1, 0, 0) → (0, 0, 0) → (0, 1, 0) → (0, 1, 1) where the

oxygen is paused and then the plain air is supplying as shown

in the top time-line in Figure 5. The second path is P2 =
(1, 0, 0) → (1, 1, 0) → (0, 1, 0) → (0, 1, 1) where the oxygen

supply is paused after the oxygen supply is enabled as shown

TABLE I: System states with types for the extended Tra-

cheotomy scenario

State Types System states (doxygen, dplainAir, dlaser)
OLSState (1,0,0)
USState (1,1,1), (1,0,1), (1,1,0)
OState (0,1,1)
TSState (0,0,1), (0,1,0), (0,0,0)

Fig. 4: System graph (Undirected Acyclic Graph) with weight

edges, system states, and system types for the extended

Tracheotomy scenario.

Fig. 5: The two open-loop safe paths. The top time-line is for

the first path (P1) and the bottom one is P2

in the bottom time-line in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, P2

has larger dops than P1 by saving two transition time dtran
and two residing time dresd. Because, in P1, the oxygen is

paused after the plain air is enabled such that it allows more

time for the system to transit to and stay at the OState to

perform surgeries.
VI. RELATED WORK

Close-loop control systems [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]

for medical use while ensuring safety properties such as

glucose control systems for diabetes management and patient-

controlled analgesia (PCA) infusion have been well studied

based on formal verfication tehniques [13], [14], [15], [16].

The work [12] presents a model-driven approach for building a

close-loop cyber-physical medical system while guarantees the

safety properties. In the paper [12], Pajic et al.also discusses

the fail safe design for dealing with an open-loop safe problem

in PCA when the supervisor does not receive the expected

value for HR or SpO2. However, it is not clear how the

proposed method can be adapted to a system with more than

one network-connected medical device to coordinate the task

and has failsafe design against communication failures.

With the increasing interest of adapting communication net-

works in medical systems, researchers pay noticeable efforts

to address the open-loop safe problem caused by communi-

cation failures [17], [2], [18], [19], [20], [21] with enhanced
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system architecture. For example, the papers [2], [18] propose

an architecture named Network-Aware Supervisory System

(NASS) based on the OpenICE architecture to safely integrate

networked medical devices. The key idea is to keep a copy

of execution sequences in each device called a vector; the

vector contains a plan of the following actions performed on

the device for future cycles in the case of a network failure

of packet losses. However, it is not clear how to generalize

the framework to a scenario with multiple devices and safety

constraints.

Our work focuses on providing a series of open-loop safe

system transitions as a foundation to generalize an open-

loop safe supervisory system with multiple medical devices,

and incorporate safety requirements of interactions between

devices. Furthermore, our proposed algorithms aim to select

a system transition path that can allow the medical personnel

with the longest operation time for performing surgeries.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We present a work-flow toward building an open-loop safe

system in medical CPSs. Specifically, we provide an algorithm

to determine whether a given system-of-interest model could

be open-loop safe in the presence of communication failures

and an algorithm to find a state transition path that has the

longest duration staying at the operation state for medical

personnel to perform medical operations.

In this paper, we do not address the question about the

communication protocol between the supervisor and medical

devices. With the open-loop safe paths generated by the

proposed algorithms in this paper, we are able to design an

open-loop safe protocol that based on the system transition

paths for networked connected medical devices to coordinate

for the medical tasks. Currently, our assumption of system

state is solely based on devices’ statuses. In some medical

cases, the system model could vary because of the situation

changes of the patient. This research challenge should be

addressed in the future work.
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